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I.

Introduction

The contribution of the technology elements to the overall civil legal aid delivery system
in the US -- and indeed to its legitimacy and political status should not be underestimated.
Perhaps ten times as many people access legal aid generated technology tools each year
than have direct human contact with providers.2
The political significance of technology for the credibility of legal aid in the U.S. is
illustrated by the fact that at an April 16, 2013 White House presentation on the Legal
Services Corporation (LSC) introduced by Vice President Joseph Biden, the two topics of
discussion were pro bono and technology.3 The current commitment of national legal aid
leadership to technology is underlined by LSC President Jim Sandman’s comment at that
gathering that in some areas the legal aid community was ahead of the private bar in its
use of technology.
However, the technology-enabled portion of the U.S. legal aid delivery system reflects
the overall structure, funding and environment of the system as a whole. The technology
deployment is varied, some would say fragmented; it both benefits from, and is hampered
by, the complex relationship between national organizations and the states, and between
the states and local providers, as well as the almost complete wall between the criminal
and civil systems.4 At the same time its reach and accessibility reflects the fact that it is
deployed in a society with relatively deep technological penetration, even for low-income
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individuals, and one with widely varied urban and rural states, and large linguistic
minorities.5 At least on the civil side, the technology benefits from, and indeed has been
a major contributor to, the increasing delivery-system collaboration among non-profit
groups, the courts, and the bar. Its components have had to be very carefully structured
to comply with the relatively vigorous prohibitions on the unauthorized practice of law
and restrictions on the use of Federal legal aid funds in the U.S. Importantly, the
technology has benefited from the willingness of the courts to partner and cooperate.
Finally, and perhaps paradoxically, the shameful lack of resources for the overall civil
U.S. delivery system has made necessary a speedier and more comprehensive
deployment than might have happened in a more generously funded system.6
This paper describes the current technology deployment and role, with the focus on the
far more advanced civil side, introduces the thinking about the next generation now
beginning, and offers some possible conclusions for systems considering what lessons
our experience might offer.
II.
A.

Elements of the US System
Delivery System Elements

Because so little of civil legal access demand is met by the traditional legal services
delivery system, the substantial majority of technology innovation has focused on
assistance to the self-represented, including those not necessarily going to court, with less
attention and investment in tools aimed at making traditional advocacy more efficient or
effective. The general availability of counsel in criminal cases, and the institutional
division between civil and criminal in the U.S. also explains the relative lack of attention
to technology on the criminal side. (Given that most technology innovations can be
scaled to serve large numbers of additional individuals at almost zero marginal cost, it
has been considered that such investments in serving those who would otherwise receive
no services are far more effective.) This focus on those without lawyers is, of course, in
contrast to investment in the private legal sector, although a private on-line sector is also
emerging.
1.

Web Information

Every U.S. state and jurisdiction has a legal informational website, developed in some
form of partnership with a range of access organizations, often, but not always including
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the courts. These states date to early in the last decade, and were triggered by grants
under the Legal Services Corporation’s Technology Initiative Grants program.7
All the sites can be accessed through www.lawhelp.org. About half the sites are hosted
on one platform, operated by Pro Bono Net, with the remainder of a variety of platforms,
most, if not all, funded in some way by LSC. All sites are required to use the same
subject matter codes for all materials, but that system is invisible to the user, with menu
descriptions and options chosen completely at the state level. Many, but not all of the
sites collect zip code or county information, producing a rich trove of as yet un-mined
data for future use in developing legal need analysis and prediction algorithms.
There is also a network of sites that are specific to national areas of legal need, and are
designed to serve both the public and public interest lawyers. These are newly developing
sites provide services to both attorneys and the general public.8
Some states have robust pubic interest attorney sites designed to support, promote, recruit
and place pro bono cases.9 In addition, many state court systems provide extensive
online information, not only about court requirements, but about the underlying law, and
how to present appropriate facts to the court.10 It should be noted however, that the state
court system is far more fragmented and uneven than the legal aid portion of the system.
While there is extensive cross-linking between courts and legal aid, the goal of a singleuser portal is far from being met.
Those involved with the system generally consider that the main challenges for the future
include improving comprehensiveness, making the content align more closely to the
categories experienced by users, developing better front ends, improving partnering with
access locations such as public libraries, and optimizing comprehensibility and multilingual access. However, although Internet access for low income individuals is most
frequently obtained through smart phones,11 very little of the content has been optimized
for this platform (see discussion of mobile technologies below.)
2.

Tools for Access – Online Documents
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For most self-represented litigants, the gateway to the courts and agencies that make
decisions critical to their lives -- and thus to access to justice -- is the filing of a pleading
– hopefully a form. Thus, the second major element of civil online access to justice in
the U.S. is a system of state-developed online document assembly. The system, Law
Help Interactive,12 also operated by Pro Bono Net with funding from the Legal Services
Corporation, and established with additional funding from the State Justice Institute, is in
use in about a third of the states. In many states the system is operated by legal aid alone
and in some in cooperation with the courts.
The system operates by asking users a series of branching questions, and assembling the
answers into an appropriate document. A user friendly front end, known as A2J is
available for states and courts to use to program a simple interface. The back end is a
commercial package called HotDocs. The owner of this software makes it available
without cost to the legal aid community through Pro Bono Net.
One major advantage of this system is that the choices and instructions built into the
system have the effect of shifting what would otherwise, in the U.S. categorization, from
“advice” to “information.
The deployment of this system is still very much a work in progress. Perhaps the biggest
barrier is the number of states that have few standardized forms available.13 While far
from typical, the recent approval by the Texas Supreme Court of simple divorce forms
for use in uncontested no-child cases, was the subject of bitter, but ultimately futile
opposition from the Family Court Bar.14 This area of innovation is strongly supported by
the courts, because it improves the quality of court pleadings and reduces the time wasted
when incomplete information is submitted to the court.15 Challenges to this deployment
come from the cost of programming and maintaining the forms, and dealing with multilingual issues.
3.

Tools for Access – Online Service Application

After a hesitant start, perhaps ten states are in the process of developing online service
application capacities for legal aid. As a general matter, the systems require some form of
human contact, by phone or chat, prior to completion of the intake. Those programs
piloting these systems are reporting very significant time savings over traditional walk-in
12
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or phone in systems. The systems are linked to the caseflow management databases to
avoid the need for duplicate data entry.
4.

Help for Accessing Information and Tools – Chat and Phones

Approximately 20 states are now operating online chat support for their access services.
These permit programs, without establishing an attorney-client relationship, to make sure
that users are getting to accurate information. In addition, some state courts, specifically
Alaska and Minnesota, operate statewide hotlines that provide informational assistance to
litigants, using both websites and document assembly, as well as phone support.16 In the
case of Minnesota, this service includes “co-browsing,” the ability for the person
providing assistance to view the same screen as the user.17
Evaluations of these services have generally shown a very high positive response from
users. They have also shown that the user population is not that different from that of
other online legal aid services.18 In New York, use of chat with Spanish speakers proved
to be a very effective way to assist those looking for information and led to higher
satisfaction and use of the Spanish resources available.19
5.

Online Attorney Client Relationships

Because of complex legal aid eligibility rules for full attorney-client relationship case
handling, there have been relatively few experiments in the US with such online
relationships. However, Michigan and Tennessee have systems in which advice, in the
U.S. sense of an attorney-client relationship, is given with e-mail.20 There is little or no
evaluation data on these experiments. In New York City, through a collaboration
between Pro Bono Net and the courts, pro bono assistance is given over a video link.
6.
Internal Program Software – Document Assembly and Caseflow Management
Systems
Caseflow management software, in place since the 1980’s, is slowly gaining in
sophistication and reach. Many deployments now include standardized case category
16
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labeling, linkages to document assembly, integration with online intake, and report
generating systems pro bono management modules, grants/contracts modules, and “form
wizards.”21 More project directors use the numbers in their management. However,
much remains to be done, and program management remains generally very “light
touch.” Criminal systems make significant use of this kind of software. The same kinds
of criticism could be levied at court caseflow management software, which is all too
rarely used to true management anaysis.22
Document assembly software, which is primarily, at least in number terms, used by the
self-represented, has obvious quality and cost effectiveness advantages for advocates too,
and usage is slowly becoming the norm. However, the culture is slow to change, and a
“craft culture” remains in place in many programs.
B.

Management and Funding Elements

As the discussion below shows, a complex system for developing, deploying, and
supporting technology has developed in response to the decentralized nature of funding
and management. The system has allowed for flexibility, but is regarded by some as
weak on ensuring full deployment of proven innovations, and the benefits of scale.
1.

LSC TIG Program

For the past twelve years, the Legal Service Corporation’s Technology Innovations Grant
Program has been at the core of innovation and of deployment incentives for techsupported access. Since 2000, 525 awards, with a total value of $40 million have been
made, covering everything from websites to phone integration upgrades.23
Unlike LSC general field program funding, and unlike most states’ Interest of Lawyer
Trust Accounts (IOLTA), the TIG money is not distributed by formula. Rather grants are
discretionary and competitive. Each year the Corporation issues a request for letters of
intent, programs submit such letters, and a proportion are invited to submit full proposals.
Most, but not all, of those full proposals are ultimately funded. The request for letters of
intent includes priority areas each year, and usually includes an “open” category. Recent
priority areas have included mobile technology, triage, document assembly, and federal
law.24
A major reason for the great impact of the TIG program has been its orientation to
funding appropriate activities conducted as part of a grant by collaborating agencies.
Particularly important have been such collaborations with courts, and with the
21
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intermediaries described below. That TIG money can go to courts, libraries and other
partners makes close collaboration much easier, particularly in tough economic times.
Equally important has been the requirement of an evaluation built into each grant.
Moreover, all the evaluations are required to follow a standardized process and format.
These evaluations make replication much easier, as well as improving quality.
2.

Individual Programs and State Collaborations

Since the grants are made to individual programs (of which there are now 153) these
programs remain a core part of the delivery system. It is the programs that are
responsible for building the collaborations, managing the projects, and reporting to LSC.
Some programs have become national leaders, with significant in-house technological
capacity, delivering services nationally, way beyond their formal service areas.25 Some
act as gateways to the national intermediaries discussed below.
3.

Access to Justice Commissions

A growing number of states, now about 30, have access to justice commissions appointed
by the state courts, with a likely rapid expansion ahead. These commissions have an
expanding role in the coordination and promotion of access initiatives, and act as a forum
for different stakeholders to develop joint programs. The TIG program, given its funding
stream, provides leverage for legal aid programs within these bodies, and an increasing
number of grants are being made to projects that have come together through the
commissions.26
4.

National Intermediaries

However, a system built only at the state level would suffer from major diseconomies of
small scale. Thus a system of intermediaries has grown up, with organizations such as
Pro Bono Net and Chicago Kent College of Law developing software, providing national
hosting services, and facilitating the building of collaborations both within the legal aid
world and beyond. These organizations act under subcontract to LSC grantees, although
they also raise significant resources beyond TIG, and these resources are leveraged to
provide dramatically better and broader services.27
III.

Building the Next Generation
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As should be clear from the above, the tech infrastructure is dynamic and continually
emerging. As of this writing, a major effort is beginning to conceptualize and lay the
groundwork for the next generation of innovation. This new generation will reflect a
very different reality than the one out of which the prior generation emerged.
A.

The Different Context

At this point, there is a broad, if emerging consensus that is impacting the context in
which the planning for the next generation occurs. Broadly put, this consensus includes
an understanding that “traditional” legal aid representation in all cases will never be
financial feasible, that we can deliver 100% access through a continuum of services, that
we are developing the research base with which to identify who needs what to obtain
access, that courts and other partners are major players in delivering these services, and
that there needs to be attention to simplifying the entire process.28
B.

Access to Justice Technology Summit

It is in the context of this consensus that the Legal Services Corporation brought together,
in June 2012 and January 2013, a national Summit on Technology and Access to Justice.
As the first 1998 Summit did, this brought together stakeholders from courts, the
technology sector, and access partners. It is a measure of the attention that access to
justice technology has brought to LSC that the Summit was addressed by Todd Park, the
White House Technology Tsar.29
C.

Elements of the Next Generation

The six elements that came out of the Summit (with descriptions that reflect this writer’s
views, rather than the official Summit product, which has not yet been released) are:
1.

Business process analysis

There has been within the legal aid world almost none of the process analysis that has
spread through almost every other sector, including even the private bar. The emergence
of technology as a driver makes it possible to raise questions about efficiency, job roles,
and information flow that might otherwise be difficult to raise.
2.

Expert systems and intelligent checklists

28
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Expert systems – rule-based algorithms to govern workflow and decisions – and cheklists
which can improve quality by ensuring that appropriate steps are taken in each case, are
critical tools, widely used in healthcare, yet largely ignored in the legal aid world.30
3.

Statewide legal portals

This is the idea of a system that allows litigants and others not only to get access to
information, tools, and services, but also to keep and track their own documents and
interact with courts and other institutions.
4.

Document assembly

The goal is to build a comprehensive, accessible, and up to date system for the major
areas of access practice. This would support legal aid, pro bono lawyers and the selfrepresented.
5.

Triage

The triage concept is spreading quickly. The core idea is that we need systems that sort
out who needs what to obtain access to justice. Triage tools and protocols are needed for
litigants, the courts and legal aid. As the range of tools expands, the triage can become
more subtle and nuanced. Initial versions of the system are likely to be based on a
“Delphi” assessments by experts – indeed the process of developing such models is
already underway. Future generations will be “self-learning,” building outcomes data
into the triage protocols.31
6.

Mobile technologies

The access to justice world is way behind in mobile technology. While some content has
been converted to mobile access, and while there has been a limited attempt to make use
of location awareness in some data access, the community as a whole has failed to take
advantage of the potential of mobile content. Some have argued for the creation of a
Center on Mobile Access to Justice Technology to explore ideas such as phone-targeted
court reminders linking to preparation tools, location aware systems to provide legal
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information about the transactions in which a person is engaged, and movement
analyzing algorithms to identify domestic violence incidents.32
Together these six approaches represent an entire next general vision.33
D.

Infrastructure Needs for the Next Generation

Building this system will require closer partnerships with courts, government agencies
and others, sustained and flexible funding structures, and strong leadership from all the
stakeholders. One of the greatest challenges will be creating a cross-organizational
structure for leadership liaison and coordination during this process. (There are those
who believe that this need illustrates the importance of creating some form of national
access to justice coordinating entity.)
IV.

Implications for Other Countries

A.

Political Lessons

1.

Serves broader class constituency

Because the self-help technology is available to all without charge, and because it is not
subject to income or other eligibility checking, it reaches a far broader class spectrum.
This has a potential significant impact of the negative perception of legal aid as a “poor
peoples program.” While not yet fully taken advantage of in political terms, this can only
help the long-term sustainability of the program. It might be noted that, not withstanding
the general public stigma associated with poverty programs, we have never found any
indication that users shy away from LSC or legal aid funded content for these reason,
even though it is clearly identified.
2.

Very popular with politicians and elites

Access to justice technology is very popular with politicians and elites. It provides a
referral option for the staffs of elected officials – often when there is no alternative
available. Launching of technology projects provide media opportunities for elected
officials that are not seen as having the downside of being associated with poor peoples
programs.
3.

Focus of partnership with system stakeholders

32
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Courts, bar, access to justice commissions and public libraries are enthusiastic partners in
technology innovation, collaborating in websites, document assembly, etc. The result is
that technology innovations have actually proved to be a spur to closer relationships
across a range of issues.
4.

Supports broader innovation and flies under the radar

In part for this reason, technology innovation often flies under the radar, and acts as a
wedge that allows for broader delivery system innovation. As a general matter, for
example, the increase of legal aid program attention to the self-represented has been
driven by, but now goes way beyond, technology to include a commitment to self-help
centers.34
B.

Technology and Deployment Lessons

1.

Usage by lower income populations

In the early days of technology deployment there was substantial concern that lowincome and elderly populations would not use the technology. Three developments have
lessened this concern. Most obviously, usage of technology has greatly increased among
low income populations.35 Evaluations have shown that very significant portions of
usage are by low-income populations. Finally, it has become recognized that usage by
some, but not necessarily all, low income clients frees up human advocacy resources for
those unwilling to unable to use the technology.
2.

Need for human support

It has also become clear that tech systems must be deployed with human support options
and human interface alternatives. While many analogize the tech innovations above to
bank ATMs, the fact is that those with bank accounts use the ATMs frequently, but few
court system users have that many divorces. Thus the systems, including support
subsystems, have to be built on the assumption that people will not have lots of
experience using those particular systems.
3.

Integration with overall delivery system

34
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We have found, in both courts and legal aid, that it is critical that technology systems not
be developed in isolation from the delivery system as a whole. Thus, the decision to
develop a particular capacity involves an analysis of who will use this capacity, how this
capacity will change the division of labor and clients within the system, and how it will
free up resources for uses in other parts of the system.
4.

Jurisdiction wide (test is governing law)

It is important to avoid fragmentation into what would otherwise be a very expensive
individualized development process. As a general matter, systems should be set up to be
jurisdiction-wide, rather than program specific. The test is governing law. Thus, in the
US, some systems should be national, and some should be state-wide.
C.

Management and Partnering Lessons

1.

Value of incentive grants

We have been astonished at the extent to which relatively small grants to legal aid
programs and courts have resulted in significant changes in behavior. While it is hard to
explain the extent that a $5,000 grant can get a whole project going (grants can go up to
$300,000 or so, however), part of the explanation seems to be that putting money on the
table changes the political environment in which a possible innovation is discussed, and
that it does so even when the total expense will be much greater than the incentive
offered.
2.

Value of discretion in grant-making

The LSC TIG program has also shown the value of allowing discretion to the funder in
grant-making. (This is in contrast to LSC grants for field activity, and indeed for much of
the state level legal aid funding.)
Competitive grant-making has led to higher quality grants and innovations, and has also
allowed LSC to focus its technology funding on priority and replicable items.
2.

Partnering

A consistent theme throughout the US technology deployment has been rewarding the
establishment of partnerships. While LSC does not require matching funding, it does
value partnerships in the decision-making process. Many of these projects end up with
significant in kind contributions beyond the dollar amount of the grant for the partners
involved. Moreover, these partnerships have impacts way beyond the individual project.
V.

Conclusion: Achievements and Potential

The technology deployment in the U.S .is broadly regarded as a success. The success
reflects the willingness of an entire community, challenged by lack of resources to
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reassess its assumptions and push beyond prior limits and to do so in cooperation with
courts and other agencies. It is this willingness that promises future advances, for which
the groundwork is now being laid.
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